Logistic transports link demand generators, distributors, and producers in a supply chain network (SCN). The existence of logistic transports is critical to ensure whole nodes’ economic sustainability. This study explores the impact of human factors on SCN performance through cognitive energy expenditure (CEE) tracking. Agent-based model (ABM) simulation was used to analyze the impact of CEE from truck driver’s electroencephalography (EEG) data to obtain the postsynaptic potential values, which were then transformed to calorific energy. The fleet agents, retailers, and distributor models were built based on the East Java, Indonesia, logistic transport route around Karanglo, Gempol, Bungurusah, and Gubeng. The frequency and the peak value of the EEG data, postsynaptic potential, and energy data indicate the same information. All data indicate that more challenging routes have higher frequency and higher peak values. The ABM simulation of the fleet agents shows balanced CEE throughout entire routes due to the precise rest period and eat scheduling. The average delivery success rate was 8 out of 30 or 26.7% in each simulation time step. Hence, most goods delivery tasks can be completed by fleet agents in a balanced system. As a consequence, the SCN performance is also balanced due to the fluid inventory shift without overstock and stockouts. The rest and eat periods of a fleet agent were scheduled after the CEE has been peaked. The time lag between rest periods and transport operations has to be maintained to overcome fleet agents task buildup. Task buildup has a potential to decay both transport safety and inventory shift rates. Therefore, the upgrade in SCN performance is possible through proper fleet agents scheduling.
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1. Introduction

The performance of a supply chain network (SCN) is determined by various multidimensional factors. As a fully connected network that consists of many entities, SCN has become the most important driver of the global economy [1]. Manufacturing centers (MC), distributors, stores, and customers are connected through logistic transports. Logistic transports are the main driver of the SC network, the disruption in the SC network could collapse the entire SC network [2]. Logistic transport also intersects with various supporting factors including the human factor (HF) [3]. HF determines the fluidity of transport operations, the occurrence of an accident or another movement inhibition factor affects the key performance indicators (KPI) of an SCN. The delivery time of a transport operation has to be balanced with the tact time of a manufacturing system and inventory shift frequency. The common SCN KPI such as the cash-to-cash (C2C) cycle clearly shows the dependencies on the holistic regularity of the SCN. C2C value gets higher as the inventory shift frequency increases such as practiced in the just-in-time (JIT) inventory control paradigm [4].

Human factors determine the success of human-reliant tasks such as land logistic transport. Cognition is tied to every human-controlled or human-related activity that involves cognition [5]. Cognitive processes consist of conscious...
and unconscious processes. Conscious processes require vigilance to be performed while unconscious processes do not [6]. During cognition, the cognitive load increases. Too much cognition causes a cognitive overload situation where the amount of information processing is high, which possibly causes overwhelms. On the other hand, low information processing triggers a cognitive underload situation where a person cannot focus on a simple task [7]. The information load is directly linked to cognitive energy usage as cognitive processes are the result of neuron firing [8].

The KPI of an SCN can quantitatively be modeled with a simple symbolic mathematics. Computer simulation has been a versatile tool that enables real-world object modeling and simulation using simple quantitative algorithms [9]. The modeling of a complex system was started in the 1940s by John Von Neumann, which resulted in a cellular automata theorem, which later on developed into self-reproducing automata [10]. The further development of Von Neumann’s automata to model highly complicated processes was performed by John Conway in the 1960s through the development of Conway’s game of life [11]. In the 1980s, the invention of object-oriented programming (OOP) eases the modeler to replicate the real-world object in a computer program [12]. The major system modeling paradigms with computer simulation are system-dynamics, discrete event simulation (DES), and agent-based simulation. DES and agent-based simulation are fit for quantitative system modeling with a high amount of detail. DES relies on statistical distribution formed by the process [13]. Meanwhile, the agent-based model (ABM) implements OOP that allows each agent to have its own logic [14]. Hence, the computer simulation provides a control mechanism for an SCN model. Therefore, research on the development of an ergocentric ABM simulation system integrated with the human-brain interface improves the KPI completeness.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Computer simulation has been used in SCN modeling, design, and analysis. The common usage of computer simulation for SCN is to predict the effect of a strategy on KPI prior to implementation. The study [15] implements the analysis of Europe environmental policy assessment impact on logistic transport efficiency. The result of the simulation was a controllable variables combination such as emissions, cost, lead time, and delivery time to define actions that should be taken to improve SCN performance during the policy implementation. Various control factors effect analysis in a system can be used as a basis to build a decision support system. However, no modification to standard KPI was performed by the control application provided. This study performs direct modification to the existing KPI based on the simulation results. The simulation of a valid model outputs approximately near result to the implementation [16].

Computer simulation is useful for multi-factor SCN design. A multi-constraint urban logistic transport system requires the model to cover every single factor that would affect the entire SCN [17]. Traffic lights and crossing pedestrians may slow down vehicle movement, which increases delivery time. The ABM allows each vehicle to experience the traffic while its data are logged. As a result, the ABM simulation enables action planning and the action outcome estimation before the actual action has been performed [18]. Moreover, ABM can mimic the actual object without relying on statistical distributions, which facilitates the properties or attributes attachment of the modeled objects [19]. Therefore, ABM allows more flexible logic constructions over DES.

The architecture of the ABM provides modularity, which eases the integration of a simulation model with another model. The study [20] shows ABM model integration with DES results in a realistic stochastic process that enables various responses according to the DES simulation. Such models are testable through some predefined scenarios, which can be optimized to find the best variable settings. The study [21] performs further optimization of such models through analytical methods, which helped in the urban goods transport planning in Rotterdam, Netherlands. The study [22] includes environmental factors to optimize the model. However, all of the mentioned studies do not involve any economic metric. This study adds SCN KPI to the simulation model, which can be the economic metric for the data-driven simulation. The simulation found the best pattern for freight transport routing inside a city or town.

Data-driven simulation allows the model to include the human factor to predict human-related process behavior. The vehicle routing process is a human-related process when vehicles are non-autonomous. The human controls are varied in nature so that the outcome of a process handled by a person may differ with another person [23]. Statistically, the human-related process is often modeled with normal distribution while the machine-related process obeys uniform distribution [24]. Further challenge is not to model the human action in a simulated environment but to model more detailed sub processes such as biological processes with a single model. A common technique to analyze biological processes is through external simulation environment integration [25]. This study presents a novel approach by integrating electroencephalography (EEG) data with GIS-based Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) simulation to develop a robust Spatial Cognitive Network (SCN) that incorporates human factors. The integration of EEG, a powerful tool for measuring brain activity, with ABM simulation techniques allows for a deeper understanding of how human cognition influences spatial behaviors within the simulated environment. All this allows us to assert that it is expedient to conduct a study on the integration of the simulation cognitive processes, and spatial decision-making.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to obtain factors for optimal land logistic driver action control. This will make it possible to control the transport scheduling process based on human factors.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives were accomplished:
- to investigate the relation between cognitive human factors and SCN performance;
- to explore the effect of logistic transport driver actions configuration on SCN performance;
- to optimize the delivery process based on driver energy.

4. Materials and methods

The primary focus of this study is to integrate electroencephalography (EEG) data with GIS-based Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) simulation to develop a robust Spatial
Cognitive Network (SCN) that incorporates human factors. The main hypothesis of this study posits that integrating EEG data into GIS-based ABM simulation will lead to a more accurate and behaviorally realistic model of spatial cognition within a simulated environment. In conducting this research, certain assumptions were made regarding the compatibility and integration of EEG data with ABM simulation techniques, as well as the validity of cognitive processes represented in the simulation based on EEG measurements. To facilitate the integration process and streamline the simulation, simplifications were adopted in the representation of cognitive states and their interactions within the SCN, while ensuring that essential aspects of human cognition and spatial behaviors are captured effectively.

The human factors data required for land logistic driver energy tracking were EEG and location data. The EEG data were obtained from direct recording with a dry EEG electrode Neurosky Mindwave Mobile V2 through a notebook computer with the Windows 10 operating system. The amplitude of EEG was measured by calculating the square root of the EEG data with equation (1). The frequency domain EEG data were then transformed to time domain data through inverse Fourier transform in equation (2). The amplitude of the EEG data was then used as the basis to obtain the wave transversal speed using equation (3). The time domain postsynaptic potential data can be obtained by using equation (4). The data were converted into calorific energy through equation (5):

\[ A_{\text{EEG}} = \sqrt{EEG} \, (\text{mV} \cdot \text{Hz}^{-1}) \]  
\[ EEG_x(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int EEG_x^o \, \Delta x (\text{mV} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}) \]  
\[ \omega = 2\pi f \]  
\[ PSP = \sum_{m} A_{\text{EEG}} \sin(\omega_f t + \theta)(\text{mJ} \cdot \text{s}^{-2}) \]  
\[ PSP_{at} = 0.00024 \times PSP_{(\text{cal} \cdot \text{s}^{-2})} \]

where \( A_{\text{EEG}} \) is the amplitude of EEG frequency data, \( EEG_{t(x)} \) is the time-domain EEG data, \( \omega \) is the brainwave velocity, \( PSP \) is the postsynaptic potential value.

The energy data were then used to evaluate the driver's condition during transport. The evaluation scope was limited to driver energy tracking. The simulation logic was modeled with the built-in AnyLogic state-chart written in the Java programming language. There were 3 states of a vehicle modeled in the simulation. The states were atDistributor, moveToRetailer, and moveToDistributor. In atDistributor, the driver agents gained energy intake because they were assumed to take a rest period and eat during rest. In moveToRetailer, and moveToDistributor. The logic of each state is shown in pseudocode 1:

Pseudocode 1. Vehicle agents state-chart transition logic:
1. **Truck, Distributors, Retailers agents initialized**
2. **Integer Retailers.generateDemands()**
3. **String msg = new msg(Distributors)**
4. **Order order = Distributor.generateOrder(msg)**
5. **While simulation.Run = True:**
6. **If Truck.onState(atDistributor)**
7. **BMR += SleepEnergy + eatEnergy – CEE**
8. **Else if Truck.onState(moveToRetailer)**
9. **BMR = CEE**
10. **Else if Truck.onState(atRetailer)**
11. **BMR += SleepEnergy + eatEnergy – CEE**
12. **Else if Truck.onState(moveToDistributor)**
13. **BMR = CEE**
14. **Else**
15. **Simulation.Run = False**

The logistic transport routes were obtained from the East Java route around Karanglo, Gempol, Bungurusih, and Gubeng highways. The simulation model understands the location through geographical information system (GIS) built-in package integration with openstreetmap (OSM) data. The data contain real EEG recording data of the drivers.

The supply chain performance analysis in the model was performed through inventory shift analysis. The inventory shifts were determined by the order generated by retailers. Each retailer generates an order for the distributor through a message event system that produces random demands. The message was instantiated as an object received by the distributor.

5. Results of the cognitive human factor effect on the SCN performance

5.1. The relationship investigation results between cognitive human factors and SCN performance

The EEG results indicates the challenge faced by drivers during the transport operation. The EEG results are presented in Fig. 1, which shows the squared value of postsynaptic potential values over frequency. The x-axis of the plot represents the number of observations during data collection. The Bungurusih-Gubeng route is the longest because the observation number is more than 2,000 while for the other routes only around 1,000 (Fig. 1, a). Bungurusih-Gubeng is also the hardest route among all the observed routes as it produces the highest EEG peak value, which is more than 8.0 Volts²/Hz while the Gempol-Bungurusih route only around 6.5 Volts²/Hz (Fig. 1, b), and Karanglo-Gempol about 7.0 Volts²/Hz (Fig. 1, c).

The recorded EEG data represent the cognitive dynamics of a land logistic driver. Cognitive dynamics is a branch of neuroscience that studies brain activity or collective neuron activity such as postsynaptic neuronal dynamics in EEG [26]. More insights can be obtained from a collection of neurons instead of a single neuron analysis. In the case of land logistic driver activity, the cognitive dynamics represent the vigilance requirements on a certain route. The results indicate that the condition of a route affects the driver’s response. Such condition occurred due to the brain’s non-stop information processing in beta and alpha states [27]. However, in the gamma state the brain vigilance may be halted, which triggers a flow phenomenon. Flow is a condition when a person gives full attention towards an object, performance, or anything that causes them unaware of the environmental situation [28]. Therefore, a higher EEG value indicates more postsynaptic connection activation to process information from situational response.

The postsynaptic response can be tracked from the postsynaptic potential value. As the transformation from EEG results, the postsynaptic potential gives similar insights. However, the insights become clearer as the voltage data can be thought of as an active and inactive process such as binary representation in
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electronics [29]. From Fig. 2, a, the Bungurash-Gubeng route shows a level higher postsynaptic potential compared to Gempol-Bungurash (Fig. 2, b) and Karanglo-Gempol (Fig. 2, c). The postsynaptic potential shift pattern of the Bungurash-Gubeng route also shows a more frequent shift at the time domain level compared to other routes.

The frequent postsynaptic potential shift indicates frequent information processing and retrieval. The change in postsynaptic values shows the amount of the collective neuronal dynamics activity in synapses. The phenomenon was extracellular and intracellular ion exchange. There are 4 potassium ions from the intracellular region that exchanged with a sodium ion [30]. The ion exchange process was through a proton pump that has to be activated with adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP), which is a currency of human energy in metabolism [31]. Three ATP have to be released each time the pumping process started, which opened the intracellular-extracellular region interface [5]. During the ion exchange process, the diffusion between two regions occurred, which enforces the ion concentration to stabilize the effect. Diffusion is a transport mechanism in which substances in the higher concentration region move towards the lower concentration regions [32]. Consequently, the impact of the collective neuronal dynamics phenomenon is cognitive energy expenditure (CEE).

According to the CEE phenomenon, the energy expenditure of some tasks performance in a certain period of time can be predicted through brain activity. EEG results can be used to track brain activity during a physical or cognitive task performance [33]. Hence, the results of EEG recording of the driving task on each route were converted to calories using equation (5). The results were plotted in Fig. 3 where Fig. 3, a is the Bungurash-Gubeng route, Fig. 3, b Gempol-Bungurash, and Fig. 3, c Karanglo-Gempol. The caloric patterns of each data are equal to the postsynaptic potential patterns. The Bungurash-Gubeng data still form the same frequency pattern with the highest energy peak among others. Therefore, the Bungurash-Gubeng route requires slightly more energy compared to the other measured routes.

The CEE depends on decision-making and situational response activities. Both define the cognitive load of a land vehicle driver, which also determines driving performance [34]. The performance largely depends on efficient situational response, which requires long-term vigilance. The vigilance itself drives the executive function to sustain concentration [35]. During the performance of the executive function, the information perception is higher, which results in greater ion exchange. As a result, the energy frequency shift is higher. Meanwhile, the complexity of the task defines the peak of the postsynaptic response, which forms a linear simultaneous relationship with the CEE.

Fig. 1. EEG recording results of truck drivers: a — Bungurash to Gubeng route; b — Gempol to Bungurash route; c — Karanglo to Gempol route

Fig. 2. Postsynaptic potential plot of truck drivers: a — Bungurash to Gubeng route; b — Gempol to Bungurash route; c — Karanglo to Gempol route
5.2. Exploration of logistic transport driver actions configuration

The ABM simulation animation view represents the location information precisely. The order fulfillment operations during transport can be tracked from the interactive GIS scene as shown in Fig. 4.

The green building icon represents the retailer location. The yellow building icon is a distributor that has 30 truck fleet agents. Based on Fig. 4, it is also can be seen that the routes were close to each other. Automatically, each fleet agent chooses the shortest path to reach the end node. The GIS map is a linear graph connection that connects one location node to another [36]. Hence, the agents are optimized with efficient time complexity in operation.

The efficient graph path finding by the agents in the constructed model indicates that the model is capable of real-world interaction. The virtual real world interaction requires real-time data transaction in which data are exchanged over time from a device to the model [37]. This makes real-time data-driven model building possible. The interaction between a virtual object model that mimics the object features including its functions in the real world is called a cyber-physical system [38]. The expandability of the ABM model makes the feature mimicking process easy, which allows the model to directly capture physical information. Therefore, the constructed ABM model is suitable for the cyber-physical system of an SCN.

5.3. Optimization of the delivery process based on driver energy

During simulation runtime, the CEE pattern in each state was logged as in Fig. 5. The calorific energy expenditure pattern is balanced as shown in Fig. 5. Sleeping and eating increase energy intake, which reduces the gap between the energy spent and basal metabolic rate (BMR). The results in Fig. 5 do not include BMR due to variations in BMR. The value of BMR depends on various biological factors such as age, body weight, muscle mass, and many other factors [39]. In order to avoid bias, this study limits the view on BMR by assuming each truck driver has the same BMR.

In the simulation, the CEE is immediately covered by the energy intake. Energy intake from foods and physical recovery from sleep and naps are critical to maintain alertness during low cognitive load tasks such as driving at low speed. A sharp mind is required for decision-making processes such as deciding the best driving strategy on a certain road in a certain condition [40]. The best driving strategy outputs the safest and most efficient route. Current simulation results average 8 fulfilled orders in a single step out of 30 deliveries or 26.7 % in each simulation. However, the reordering events are random so the amount of the order could be below current orders or above current orders. Order fulfillment occurred when the energy expenditure reaches its peak. Each order fulfillment is followed by peak energy intake, which is used in the next process. Consequently, the inventory shift pattern follows the shift of CEE and energy intake. Hence, the inventory shift is defined by the order fulfillment process determined by the driving strategy.

The simulation found the best pattern to maintain a stable SCN performance. The SCN performance can be maintained through HF management in logistic transport. The HF management is based on the CEE
pattern that can be controlled through the proper rest period scheduling for distributors and retailers. The transport operation is in the most balanced state when the most exhaustive operation is closest to the rest schedule. The duration of the rest period also needs to be determined according to the most exhaustive task.

The findings of this study highlight the importance of Human Factors (HF) management in logistic transport operations. By monitoring CEE and implementing proper rest periods based on workload peaks, SCN performance can be significantly improved. The ABM simulation serves as a valuable tool for optimizing SCN performance through HF management.

However, it is important to acknowledge limitations in the model's accuracy. Factors such as historical data volume, traffic data integration, and driver familiarity with routes can all influence the model's predictive capabilities. EEG data, while effective in capturing situational response, may not fully account for the reduced brain activity experienced by drivers familiar with a route.

To address these limitations and achieve a more robust real-time model, future research could explore incorporating reinforcement learning. This approach could potentially reduce the reliance on large data volumes while enabling the model to adapt to dynamic situations based on driver experience. Overall, this study provides valuable insights into the impact of driver CEE on SCN performance and paves the way for further development of real-time optimization models that consider both human factors and operational efficiency.

While this research offers a promising ABM simulation for optimizing SCN performance through driver CEE, limitations exist. The model's accuracy relies heavily on historical data volume, traffic integration, and driver route familiarity. EEG data may not fully capture the impact of route familiarity on brain activity. Future research incorporating reinforcement learning could address these limitations by reducing reliance on large datasets and enabling adaptation to driver experience for a more robust real-time optimization model.

One disadvantage of this study is that it solely relied on EEG data to assess driver fatigue. While EEG provides valuable insights into cognitive load, it doesn't capture the full picture of driver fatigue. Factors like sleep quality, pre-existing health conditions, and individual tolerance to workload can all influence fatigue levels. Future studies could incorporate additional measures like subjective fatigue surveys or physiological data like heart rate variability to provide a more comprehensive understanding of driver fatigue and its impact on SCN performance.

Building upon this study, future research can explore incorporating real-time traffic data and driver experience into the ABM simulation. This could involve implementing reinforcement learning algorithms. However, challenges lie in developing efficient algorithms that can handle the dynamic nature of traffic data and translate driver experience into adaptable decision-making within the simulation. Additionally, ensuring the privacy and security of real-time driver data during collection and integration will be crucial.

6. Discussion of the cognitive human factor effect on the SCN performance

This study investigated the relationship between cognitive human factors and Supply Chain Network (SCN) performance in logistic transports. EEG data were used as an indicator of Cognitive Energy Expenditure (CEE) to assess driver fatigue and workload on different routes. The results showed a clear correlation between challenging routes and higher CEE, as indicated by increased EEG frequency and peak value (Fig. 1). For instance, the Bungurasih–Gubeng route, which was the longest route in the study, exhibited the highest EEG peak value (Fig. 1, a).

An Agent-based Model (ABM) simulation was developed to analyze how driver CEE impacts SCN performance. The model incorporated real-world elements such as rest periods, meal scheduling, and route optimization (Fig. 4). The simulation results demonstrated that proper scheduling based on CEE peaks can lead to a balanced workload for drivers and ensure successful task completion. The average delivery success rate achieved in the simulation was 8 deliveries out of 30 per time step (26.7 %), indicating efficient order fulfillment. This balanced approach to scheduling also ensured smooth inventory flow by preventing stockouts.

7. Conclusions

1. The SCN performance is defined by inventory shift, which is also defined based on driver performance. Driver performance peaked during the order fulfillment process when the fleet agents reach a distributor node or a retail node. The driver performance was indicated by the peaked CEE. The CEE reaches the maximum value of 60 cal during the order fulfillment process.
The inventory shift pattern is determined by the CEE-energy intake shifting pattern, which should always be balanced. Drivers always rest and eat after fulfilling orders. Therefore, the balance of SCN performance should always be maintained. The total energy of the input from sleeping and eating always balanced the total output energy.

The output of the simulation shows the control variables that can be optimized to improve SCN performance and truck driver’s safety. The rest and eat pattern of a fleet agent must be optimized whenever the CEE pattern becomes chaotic. The chaotic pattern is defined by the extreme calorific change of energy expenditure from 15, 16, and back to 15 cal. The frequency of the longitudinal waveform plot pattern between the simulation step and CEE indicates the frequency of energy expenditure.
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